
The Lane 
Passchendaele State Forest, Queensland 

GPS -28.59639, 151.80322





1. The Dish - V1 
Peter Crane 
Sit start low to the right and follow arête through to an easy mantle.

2. Sending the Signal- V5  
Peter Crane 
Sit start on positive holds and throw high for the lip. Big move, very 
subjective on the grade.
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4. The Explorer’s Club - V4    
Peter Crane  
Stand start on small flaking crimp and head right along thin holds to 
a juggy top out. Very fun. Very technical. 

5. Explosm - V6    
Matthew Cochrane  
Stand start on high left crimp, bumping up sloping arête to top. An 
interesting mix of technical yet powerful movement. 

6. Disclosure - V7    
Peter Crane  
Sit start low and follow the beautiful, elegant arête up and right to a 
difficult top out. 

3. Parkes And Recreation - V7  
Matthew Cochrane 
Sit start on low, sloping rail and follow arête until you reach the 
boulder’s highpoint. One of the best problems in the area.
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7. Project  
Start in pocket full of sharp crystals on right hand side. 
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8. The Egg - V1 
Eric Straw   
Sit start on good holds, throw left to arête and follow good holds to the top 
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9. Short Stop - V1 
AJ Amies   
Sit start on good holds. don't let foot touch boulder to the left 

10. Sweet & Sour - V3 
AJ Amies  
Stand start on crimps, high step and mantle out  
Pad sharp rock in fall zone 
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11. Call it What you Want - V3  
Morgan Daly   
Stand start and carefully up to dirty jug and top out. 
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No Recorded Problems 
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13. Ring around the Rosey - V0 
Emily Amies  
Start on the western side of the boulder and traverse all the way 
around 

 
 
 

12. Unnamed - unclimbed 
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14. Bowling Ball  - V0 
AJ Amies   
Sit start up to three bowling ball pockets to top out. 

15. Twinkle Toes - V0 
Adam West 
Up slab in centre of boulder 
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16. Ninja Warrior  - V0  
AJ Amies   
Sit start on left of boulder, up and over the rooflet. 
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17. Wild Rosemary - V6  
Peter Crane   
Sit start in a juggy pocket to the right side of the boulder. Follow the 
lip to the boulder’s highpoint and mantle. 

18. The Hole - V1 
Clayton Amies 
Sit start in pocket as for Wild Rosemary and mantle straight out.
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21. Ma Ling Ling - V6 
Peter Crane    
Stand start with shallow pocket. Head up and left on small holds to top.

19. Oh Bee Hive - V8 
Matthew Cochrane  
Sit start as for Wild Honey. Head straight up slab, following the thin 
seam to top. 

20. Wild Honey - V10 
Matthew Cochrane  
Traverse a line of incut jugs, before tackling an tricky, steep 
sequence. Mantle on good holds after “fridge-slapping” directly up 
the bulge. One of the best lines at Passchendaele. 
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22. Spirit Fingers - V3 
Leah Dempsey 
Sit start on jaggy rail before traversing left on small holds. Top out 
on good holds halfway along the boulder. 

31. Unnamed 2 - V3 
Lucy Stirling 
Start well to the left of Spirit Fingers on very obvious jug. Traverse lip 
rightwards and top out in the middle
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23. Magical Wonderlamb - V6 
Matthew Cochrane   
Stand start with the mono and thin crimp. Head high to pocket and 
easy top out to finish. While it may look impossible at first glance, a 
bit of tricky beta is all that is needed to conquer this smooth slab. 

24. Astro Boy - V2 
AJ Amies  
Stand start, use those rocket boosters to power up this one!
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25. Cut Throat - V2 
Bernie Walsh 
Sit start in left hand seam, strait up to finish over top 
boulder 

26. The Razors Edge - V1 
Rob Saunders 
Sit Start  heading left..Follow the flake on good holds to 
highstep then up and top out on highest Boulder 

27. Crack Master - V0 
Clayton Amies   
Sit start in obvious crack, strait up to finish at top of crack
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30. Mr. Sticks - V1  
Peter Crane 
Start low on big holds, pursue the juggy crack to top. Take care to avoid a spicy landing. 
 
 
 

28. Pull Your Finger Out - V1 
AJ Amies 
Sit start, up through pocket and crack to top. 

29. Sleep Walker - V0 
AJ Amies 
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